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The first thing I ever bought on Amazon was an edutainment DVD for babies. I don’t

recall making the purchase, but the data is unequivocal on this point: on 14 November

2004, I bought Baby Einstein: Baby Noah – Animal Expedition for the sum of £7.85. My

nearest guess is that I got it as a Christmas present for my nephew, who would at that

point have been one year old, and at the very peak of his interest in finger-puppet animals

who cavort to xylophone arrangements of Beethoven. This was swiftly followed by three

more DVD purchases I have no memory of making. Strangely, I bought nothing at all

from Amazon the following year, and then, in 2006, I embarked on a PhD and started

ramping up my acquisition of the sort of books that were not easily to be found in brick-

and-mortar establishments. Dry treatises on psychoanalysis. Obscure narrative theory

texts. The occasional poetry collection. Everything ever published by the American

novelist Nicholson Baker.

I know these things because I recently spent a desultory morning clicking through all 16

years of my Amazon purchase history. Seeing all those hundreds of items bought and

delivered, many of them long since forgotten, was a vaguely melancholy experience. I

experienced an estranged recognition, as if reading an avant-garde biography of myself,

ghost-written by an algorithm. From the bare facts of the things I once bought, I began to

reconstruct where I was in life, and what I was doing at the time, and what I was (or

wanted to be) interested in. And yet an essential mystery endured. What kind of person

purchases within the space of a few days, as I did in August of 2012, a Le Creuset non-

stick crepe pan, three blue and white herringbone tea-towels, and a 700-odd page

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/feb/03/jeff-bezos-and-the-world-amazon-made?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other
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biography of the Marxist philosopher Theodor Adorno? (The tea-towels are still in use,

and so is the crepe pan, while the 700-plus page Adorno biography remains, inevitably,

unread.) Perhaps the answer is as simple as: a person with an Amazon account.

My Amazon ordering peaked in 2018, a year in which I bought 92 books from the site.

What strikes me as somewhat ironic now is how many of those books – bought from a

company owned by a man who was, at that point, the richest person on Earth, and which

is responsible for roughly the same annual carbon emissions as Norway – could be

categorised under two major headings: anti-capitalism and climate change. There’s a good

reason for this, or at any rate a clear one: I was at that point in the middle of researching a

book about climate change, capitalism and apocalyptic anxieties. My point here is that my

relationship with this company is an extremely vexed one. I think of myself as a socialist,

but my purchase history leaves me no choice but to also think of myself as a loyal

customer of Amazon.com.

The way that Amazon does business – its pressuring of suppliers, its systematic

annihilation of retail competitors, its incessant harvesting of its customers’ data, its

treatment of its own workers as little better than machines – is, of course, inseparable

from the personal wealth of its founder, Jeff Bezos, who earlier this week stepped down as

CEO of the company. But even if the means by which that wealth had been amassed were

somehow unobjectionable, it would still stand, purely on its own terms, as a moral

obscenity. It’s impossible to even conceive of the scale of this man’s wealth. It’s like trying

to think about deep time: the mind’s eye glazes over. This is a man who makes about

$149,000 with every passing minute. This is a man who, last July, in the midst of a global

pandemic and a devastating economic crisis, increased his personal wealth by $13bn in

the course of a single day. This is a man who, despite living on a planet where one third of

human beings don’t have access to safe drinking water, told Business Insidermagazine

that “the only way I can see to deploy this much financial resource is by converting my

Amazon winnings into space travel”.

Some further perversities: I make my living mostly through my books, and I rely, as such,

on the relative robustness of the transatlantic book business. Amazon has, by and large,

been bad for people like me, because it has been bad for the industries we rely on –

publishing and retail bookselling. If you buy my book from Amazon, I receive a lower

royalty than I would if you bought it from the bookshop around the corner. Amazon does

not abide by the recommended retail price you see on the back cover. Because of its

overwhelming market power, it sets its own retail price, and demands lower cost prices

from publishers, whose lower margins are reflected in the writer’s royalties. It doesn’t

make sense for me as a writer to be as loyal a customer as I am of a company like Amazon.

But here is where I encounter the problem of my own moral inertia. If a thing is available

for purchase, and I want to buy it, I know for a near certainty that I will be able to get on

Amazon, and that I will in all likelihood be able to get it quicker and cheaper than I would

elsewhere. Just a moment ago, in fact, I got a notification on my phone – an email from

Amazon informing me that a package I’d ordered had just been delivered. I went

downstairs and opened the front door, and right there on the doorstep was a thin

cardboard package, bearing the blandly smiling logo, and containing an illustrated book

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/amazon
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of Greek legends I’d ordered for my son a few days ago. I’d like to be able to tell you how

much it would have cost me to get this book from another online seller, and how long it

would have taken. But the truth is I don’t know, and I don’t know because it would have

been a hassle to find out. A basically negligible hassle, maybe, but the point is that we live

in a culture in which even negligible hassle amounts to a deal-breaker. It is a culture

which Amazon helped to create and has come to exemplify, and of which I, as a consumer,

am both beneficiary and product.

Amazon has established itself as the great path of least resistance, encircling the globe,

along which in one direction goods flow, and in the other money. Almost 40% of all online

purchases in the US are made on Amazon. In the UK, it’s about 30%. There are many

criticisms to be made about Amazon’s corporate practices, its insidious effects on multiple

levels of the economy, but you can’t say that it is not efficient, or that its efficiency is not

in your interest as a consumer.

But I am not merely a consumer. There are times, in fact, when I can flatter myself into

believing that I am not even primarily a consumer. I am also a person with political

beliefs, and moral principles. There is a distinction between having those beliefs and

principles and acting in a way that is consistent with them – and this distinction is, I

think, crucial to understanding the meaning of Amazon.

What would it mean to resolve this contradiction – between my conception of myself as a

person, and my Amazon purchase history? In one sense, it would be fairly easy. I could

just stop arranging with Amazon.com for things to be sent to my house. It’s not like there

aren’t plenty of other, less objectionable, places to buy books and other miscellaneous

items online. I am, to be fair, struggling to think of another single retailer that would get

me squared away with both the Adorno biography and the non-stick crepe pan, but the

point is that I would in any case likely manage my consumer affairs just fine without

Amazon. One of the advantages of the free market is that it will gladly accommodate your

vague anti-capitalist preferences: there is no shortage of ethically palatable online

retailers you can rely on, at least until Jeff Bezos finds out about them and acquires them.

(I don’t want to throw myself entirely under the bus here, by the way: I try to buy from

independent booksellers if it’s remotely convenient, and often enough when it’s not. I’m

not going to pretend I don’t fall off the wagon, though.)

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/jeff-bezos
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Amazon’s ‘fulfilment centre’ in Hemel Hempstead, November 2015. Photograph: Adrian Dennis/AFP

via Getty Images

But the idea of “boycotting Amazon” arises out of a misreading of what Amazon actually

is, and of its position in the contemporary marketplace. Amazon is not, and has not been

for many years, merely a gigantic online shop that you can chose either to patronise or

not. It is also, increasingly, the infrastructure undergirding the internet itself. Even if my

task here was to convince you, the reader, that Amazon was bad and that you should

boycott it – which we both know it is, and that you should – we would both of us still, in a

strictly technical sense, be using Amazon. (Another, perhaps more accurate way of putting

this would be to say that Amazon would still be using us.)

Amazon Web Services (AWS), which launched in 2006 and is now the largest cloud

computing platform in the world, provides hosting for the Guardian, and for tech

mainstays such as Netflix and Twitter, as well as for industrial giants such as General

Electric and Unilever. While researching this piece, I watched Amazon Empire: the Rise

and Reign of Jeff Bezos, a highly informative – and highly critical – documentary, put out

last year by the US non-profit public broadcaster PBS, which itself relies on Amazon’s

cloud platform. In 2013, Amazon signed a $600m deal with the US government to host

the top-secret workloads of its various intelligence agencies, including the CIA and NSA,

via AWS’s Thomas Pynchon-ishly named Secret Region.

Jeff Bezos’s achievement has been to make it less and less possible, or at least less and less

practical, to avoid Amazon. It’s not an especially large overstatement to say that his

ambition is to dominate the entire economy. (As the American journalist Franklin Foer

put it, “if Marxist revolutionaries ever seized power in the United States, they could

nationalize Amazon and call it a day”.) When Amazon acquired Whole Foods in 2017, for

$13.7bn, the market value of the US’s largest grocery companies immediately plummeted

by billions. The following year, when Amazon bought a small online pharmacy concern

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2019/11/what-jeff-bezos-wants/598363/
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called PillPack for $753m, the potential effects on the traditional pharmacy sector

spooked investors badly enough to cause a sudden and steep decline in the value of retail

giants such as Walgreens, CVS and RiteAid. And when Amazon announced a healthcare

partnership with Berkshire Hathaway and JPMorgan Chase, aimed solely at providing

coverage for these companies’ own employees, the major American health insurance

providers instantaneously lost billions. How did Amazon come to occupy such an

unprecedented role in contemporary life, and who is this extraordinary man who put it

there?

One way to answer these questions would be to read that man’s collected writings – a

thing that, against all expectations, turns out to actually exist. Last November, to very

little fanfare, Harvard Business Review Press published a book called Invent & Wander:

The Collected Writings of Jeff Bezos. Presumably by design, the title suggests an

anthology of essays and intellectual interventions by a significant thinker, though in fact

the first two-thirds of it is composed of Bezos’s annual letters to Amazon’s shareholders,

with the final third, entitled My Life and Work, drawn from public talks and interview

transcripts.

As a writer who has felt on occasion the sting of the one-star Amazon review, I will admit

to a certain low-grade schadenfreude on reading Bezos’s unsatisfied customers sounding

off in the comments on his own website. “I can’t believe I paid for this,” writes one

disgruntled reader. Another claims that the book could have been put together “by a 5

year old” – somewhat unfairly, it has to be said, because whatever you think of the book’s

form, its content is predicated on its author having founded one of the most successful

businesses in history. It’s true that the book is not exactly the collected essays of

Montaigne, but if you want to understand Amazon’s dominance, it might be useful to first

try to understand the man who started it, and his thinking about it, however banal that

thinking might be.

One thing I myself learned, for instance, was that before Bezos finally settled on Amazon

as the name of his online store, he wanted to call it “Relentless”. Although friends

eventually convinced him that he was erring on the side of the sinister, he did register the

domain. Even now, if you type relentless.com into a browser, it will take you to Amazon.

Despite those vaguely menacing associations – or, let’s be honest here, largely because of

them – the name does capture some essential quality of the enterprise. Amazon is nothing

if not relentless: in its incursion into the further reaches of the market, in its revenue

growth, and in its ever-increasing presence in the everyday lives of its customers.

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/jan/30/amazon-warren-buffett-jp-morgan-healthcare
https://store.hbr.org/product/invent-and-wander-the-collected-writings-of-jeff-bezos-with-an-introduction-by-walter-isaacson/10466
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Jeff Bezos in Seattle, Washington, September 1998. Photograph: Rex Rystedt/Time & Life

Pictures/Getty Image

It’s certainly a word Bezos himself likes the sound of. It occurs a total of 17 times in the

book. We get references to, among many others, “relentlessly lowering prices”, focusing

“relentlessly on our customers”, and “relentless commitment to long-term shareholder

values”. And relentlessness is not merely a corporate value Bezos aims to instil in his own

business; he also wants to empower others to be relentless in their own right. In his 2010

address to Princeton’s graduates, Bezos puts the following question to the emerging

members of the US ruling class: “When it’s tough, will you give up, or will you be

relentless?”

Relentlessness, in other words, transcends the category of mere corporate value, to

become a kind of moral imperative. And if relentlessness is a good in itself, what might

the evil of relenting look like? It might take the form of stasis, which, as we will see, is the

great future nightmare that Bezos wants humanity to avoid at all costs. Amazon has never

paid its shareholders a dividend. For most of its history, it never turned a profit, its

practice being to plough everything into growth. The company is, in this sense, a rarified

example of capitalism in its ideal form: not merely premised on the notion of endless

growth, but apparently achieving it.

And what is it all for, this personal empire whose vastness and multifariousness is

unprecedented in the history of capitalism? Is it just wealth, just power, just control? No,

of course not. If you know anything about Silicon Valley techno-capitalism, the first thing

you know is that it’s never about mere wealth, mere market domination. Such things are

always a means toward an end – and the end, more often than not, is saving the world.
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Every year, Bezos liquidates a billion dollars’ worth of his own Amazon stock, and puts it

into a company he founded in 2000 called Blue Origin, which develops technologies

aimed at facilitating travel to, and settlement of, manmade colonies in outer space. “We

want to go to space to protect this planet,” as he put it in a 2019 speech, included in

Invent & Wander under the title The Purpose of Going into Space. The big problem the

Earth faces, according to Bezos, is not environmental destruction per se; it’s the prospect

of running out of energy resources. But if we move into outer space, he argues, we will

have access to unlimited resources, and there will be, to all intents and purposes, no limits

to growth, or to the consumption of energy. “In a nutshell,” as Fortunejournalist Brian

Dumaine puts it in his book Bezonomics, “he wants to make Earth a residential and light

industrial zone and move all the mining and heavy industry to space.”

“We could have a trillion humans in the solar system,” says Bezos, “which means we’d

have a thousand Mozarts and a thousand Einsteins. This would be an incredible

civilisation.” It’s worth wondering whether there might not already be thousands of

Einsteins and Mozarts on this planet right now, and how many of them, due to accidents

of birth and economic circumstance, are forced to expend their time and potential

working as Amazon stockpickers or delivery drivers, further enriching Jeff Bezos – who

would, if he were really as interested in cultivating human potential as he claims to be,

probably pay people more, and let them take toilet breaks whenever they needed to.

What Bezos is proposing is a system of off-world colonies, located close to Earth, on which

millions of people will be able to live out lives of pleasure and comfort. There’s a video of

him giving this speech, and the presentation is complemented by a series of animated

fantasias of what these colonies would look like: incredibly lavish illustrations of

manufactured worlds rotating in space to create centrifugal gravity. Some of these

colonies, Bezos says, could replicate existing Earth cities – and here we see an illustration

of Florence, complete with geo-engineered Arne and Tuscan hills, entubed and adrift in

space. These worlds, says Bezos, would not all have to have the same level of gravity. “You

could have a recreational colony,” he says, “that kept zero G so you could go flying with

your own wings.” And there would, in such places, be ideal climates. “This is Maui on its

best day all year long – no rain, no storms, no earthquakes.”

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2021/jan/22/spacewatch-bezos-blue-origin-really-close-flying-humans
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/02/02/amazon-union-warehouse-workers/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQ98hGUe6FM
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Jeff Bezos speaking about space exploration in Washington DC in 2019. Photograph: Mark

Wilson/Getty Images

If these slowly rotating promised lands – with their perpetual shirt-sleeve climates, their

low-gravity environments, their multitudinous Einsteins and Mozarts – are a kind of

techno-capitalist Eden, then Bezos himself must be a benevolent god. But he’s not, to be

clear, proposing that he construct these colonies himself: that will be the work of today’s

children, and their children, and their grandchildren after them. What he is intending,

with Blue Origin, is to provide the basic infrastructure for that building, in much the same

way as pre-existing structures – state postal services, credit cards, the internet itself –

allowed him to build Amazon. What he wants to do, he says, is not to build but “inspire”

this future.

Last year, Bezos announced a combined donation of nearly $800m to various

organisations working to fight climate change. But if the writings in Invent & Wander are

any guide, he seems less interested in climate change per se than he is in the extent to

which it would present a threat to resource consumption, and economic growth. It is, in

other words, as though Bezos is surveying the prospect of a dying planet – of mass

extinction, burning forests, drowning cities – and seeing the problems it could present for

online shopping. “What happens,” Bezos asks, “when unlimited demand meets finite

resources? The answer is incredibly simple: rationing. That’s the path we would find

ourselves on, and that path would lead, for the first time, to your grandchildren and their

grandchildren having worse lives than you. That’s a bad path.”

A world in which consumer goods are rationed is not a world in which Amazon could

continue its endless growth. We must follow, in other words, the path of relentlessness,

and we must follow it off the face of the Earth. It’s here that “relentlessness” is revealed as

an ideological term. Bezos seems less interested in protecting the future of the planet than

protecting the future of capitalism.
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What are we to make of these celestial aspirations, this vision of the good life as one of

endless consumption, limitless growth? And what, more to the point, are we to make of

Bezos himself? In one sense, it’s hard to make anything of him at all. Despite his

vertiginous wealth, and despite the extent to which his business interests have been

skilfully woven into the fabric of our everyday lives, it’s weirdly hard to form any strong

opinions about the man. He repels curiosity. The mind skitters off the beige gleam of his

surfaces; the imagination scrabbles in vain for some purchase on the frictionless dome of

his head.

Two years ago, when Bezos’s texts to his former lover Lauren Sanchez were leaked to the

National Enquirer, the most remarkable thing about them was their blank efficiency, as of

a customer service chatbot made flesh. “I love you, alive girl,” he wrote. “I will show you

with my body, and my lips and my eyes, very soon.” And also: “I want to talk to you and

plan with you. Listen and laugh…I basically WANT TO BE WITH YOU!!! Then I want to

fall asleep with you and wake up tomorrow and read the paper with you and have coffee

with you.” Even the outline of his spacefaring fantasies seems bland and unoriginal, a

reheated mid-20th century vision of the future – no more ingenious, in the end, than

Amazon.com itself, which for all its world-straddling success began as (and essentially

remains) a Walmart you can go to on the computer.

But Bezos himself, like seemingly all wealthy entrepreneurs, claims not to be motivated by

– or even especially interested in – wealth itself, or its mundane trappings. As he puts it in

Invent & Wander, he never sought the title of “world’s richest man”. (Bezos is now, in fact,

the world’s second richest person, having been overtaken just last month by Elon Musk.)

He would much rather be known, he says, as “inventor Jeff Bezos” (my emphasis). In the

statement he made to investors earlier this week on stepping down as chief executive,

Bezos once more returned to the idea of himself as an inventor: “Amazon is what it is,” he

said, “because of invention … When you look at our financial results, what you’re actually

seeing are the long-run cumulative results of invention.”

The book, and in particular its introduction, by the biographer Walter Isaacson, who is

best known for his book about Steve Jobs, is intent on framing Bezos as a contemporary

renaissance man, a figure on the revolutionary order of your Leonardos, your Einsteins,

your Ben Franklins (all of whom Isaacson has written books about). After running

through the qualities he considers peculiar to such “true innovators” – passionate

curiosity, an equal love of both the arts and the sciences, a Jobs-like “reality distortion

field” that inspires people to pursue apparently impossible ends, and a childlike sense of

wonder – Isaacson concludes that Bezos embodies all of them, and that he belongs in the

pantheon of truly revolutionary thinkers.

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/jan/07/elon-musk-overtakes-amazon-bezos-world-richest-person-tesla-bloomberg-billionare-index-blue-senate#:~:text=The%2049%2Dyear%2Dold%20entrepreneur%27s,well%2C%20back%20to%20work%20%E2%80%A6%E2%80%9D
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Jeff Bezos with the Blue Origin crew capsule and New Shepard rocket booster in Colorado Springs,

April 2017. Photograph: Chuck Bigger/Alamy

If you believe that capitalism is an inherently just and meritocratic system, whereby the

most worthy people – the hardest-working, the cleverest, the most innovative – amass the

greatest wealth, then it stands to reason that you would have to make some kind of

argument for a man who had amassed more than $180bn in personal wealth as a

presiding genius of our time. And just as Hegel looked at Napoleon and saw the world-

soul on horseback, Isaacson views Bezos in similarly heroic light: the world-soul

dispatched by delivery drone. The effort to portray him as such is, though, inevitably beset

by bathos. “An example of how Bezos innovates and operates,” he writes, “was the launch

of Amazon Prime, which transformed the way Americans think about how quickly and

cheaply they can be gratified by ordering online.” There is no question that the

introduction of Amazon Prime marked a major moment in the history of buying stuff off

the internet, but to present it as the work of an ingenious inventor seems a stretch. For all

the vastness of Bezos’s wealth and power, the banality of its foundation is undeniable.

(There is, here, an unintended comedy to Isaacson’s hagiography, taking on as it does an

almost mock-heroic tone: Bezos fomenting a kind of revolution in consciousness, around

how “quickly and cheaply” consumers can get the stuff they order off the internet.)

Bezos has not been personally responsible for the introduction of any new technology into

the world. He was not the inventor of online shopping. The year before Amazon.com was

founded, the first consumer purchase was made on the world wide web: a copy of Sting’s

album Ten Summoner’s Tales, purchased for $12.48 plus shipping, from an online store

called NetMarket. Neither did he, or any of his employees, invent the e-reader: a company

called Rocket was selling e-readers through Barnes and Noble in the late 90s, back when

Bezos was still packing boxes with his own hands.
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But it would clearly be wrong to claim that there is nothing radical about the nature of

Bezos’s achievement. Amazon’s vast logistical innovations have made the consumer

experience, from order to delivery, as frictionless as possible, and in so doing have

changed the nature of consumerism. This is to say that it has changed the texture of the

world. It’s not that Bezos is doing any one thing that no one had thought to do before: it’s

that he’s doing it faster, more efficiently, and at unprecedented scale. His achievement, in

this sense, can be seen as one not one of quality but of quantity. But the sheer scale of the

quantity, the unprecedented mass and velocity of Amazon’s power, becomes itself

qualitative – in the way that getting stung by two bees is quantitatively different from

getting stung by one, but getting stung by a billion would be qualitatively different.

In his first ever annual shareholder letter, in 1997, Bezos laid out the principles that he

felt defined the company he had taken public earlier that year. First and foremost among

these was “Obsess over customers”.

The expression used to denote the company’s drive to perfect the consumer experience at

every stage was “customer ecstasy”. The phrase sounds a bizarre note, and even a vaguely

obscene one, but there is no question that there is a joyfulness to the experience of

ordering something online and having it arrive the very next day. It feels as though you

have been granted a kind of magical power, to summon the objects of your desires out of

thin air. This is the precise feeling, no doubt, that Bezos wanted to invoke with the first

name he had in mind for his company. Before he registered relentless.com, he intended to

go with Cadabra, which he favoured for its magical associations. He eventually cooled on

the idea, though, when his lawyer pointed out that, spoken aloud, the name sounded too

much like the word “cadaver”. Let us pause here to appreciate the comic symbolism of

Bezos’s inability to come up with a name for his company that doesn’t immediately

suggest some dark unconscious content to its openly stated proposition. It’s as though the

magical power Amazon grants to you, the customer, entails a kind of Faustian bargain

whereby you must implicitly consent to all kinds of iniquities being carried out in your

name.

When I think about this, I often think about an object that never came to exist. In 2016,

Amazon was granted a patent for a “Human Transport Device”. The drawings that

accompany the patent document depict a cage just large enough to contain one worker.

The cage is mounted on a set of robotically controlled wheels, and features a long robotic

arm with which the worker can carry out stock-picking tasks; the intention was to permit

workers to enter into areas of warehouses where they would otherwise be endangered by

the presence of the stock-picking robots by which they will, eventually, be replaced, and

who in the meantime present a threat to their frail human bodies.

The patent went unremarked for two years until the academics Kate Crawford and Vladan

Joler discovered it, and wrote about it in a document that accompanied a work (part

research project, part art installation) entitled Anatomy of an AI System – a sprawling

diagram, two metres high and five metres across, mapping the complex nexus of

extractive and exploitative processes involved in the functioning of an Amazon Echo. The

patent, they write, “represents an extraordinary illustration of worker alienation, a stark

https://www.seattletimes.com/business/amazon/amazon-has-patented-a-system-that-would-put-workers-in-a-cage-on-top-of-a-robot/
https://www.theverge.com/2018/9/9/17832124/ai-artificial-intelligence-supply-chain-anatomy-of-ai-kate-crawford-interview
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moment in the relationship between humans and machines … Here, the worker becomes

a part of a machinic ballet, held upright in a cage which dictates and constrains their

movement.”

Amazon never put the cage into production; when the patent was uncovered, the public

reaction was one of horror, and the company acknowledged the whole thing as a terrible

idea. But in its ghostly absence, this structure exemplifies the deal with the devil that you,

the customer, enter into every time you click the “Buy Now” button. The true source of

your magical power, its true cost, is the life of a worker labouring under deepening

conditions of exploitation and control. Stockpickers at Amazon’s warehouses are

surveilled and controlled to an extraordinary degree – handheld devices direct their

movements, measure their productivity, and record the speed and efficiency with which

they meet algorithmically set targets. At a warehouse in Staffordshire, workers were

reported to be urinating in bottles because walking to the toilet and back could have led to

them missing productivity targets, and ultimately losing their jobs. (In response to these

reports, Amazon said that “we don’t recognize these allegations as an accurate portrayal of

activities in our buildings”.) Since the pandemic, there have been numerous reports, and

video recordings, of Amazon drivers relieving themselves in public. (“The disgusting

moment Amazon delivery driver is caught on CCTV ‘doing a poo’ outside customer’s home

after dropping off parcel,” read the headline of an article in the Manchester Evening

News, which didn’t so much as gesture to the working conditions that might have

contributed to this.)

The cage suggests a way of thinking about what distinguishes Amazon as a business, and

Bezos as an innovator: the use of technology to push harder and farther than any previous

company toward removing, at both ends of the supply chain, the human limitations to

capital’s efficiency. Amazon reveals a world, that is, where capital is not something to be

acquired in service of human ends, but as an end in itself. If other worlds must be

constructed, slowly rotating in space, in order to serve these post-human ends, then so be

it. The problem with the cage patent, in other words, was not just that it was

dehumanising, but that it illustrated too explicitly the patterns of dehumanisation – of

relentlessness in pursuit of customer ecstasy – that had already long been central to

Amazon’s operations in the first place.

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/sep/14/amazon-worker-cage-staff
https://www.businessinsider.com/amazon-warehouse-workers-have-to-pee-into-bottles-2018-4?r=US&amp;IR=T
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Amazon robots transport packages from workers to chutes at an Amazon warehouse in Goodyear,

Arizona, 2019. Photograph: Ross D Franklin/AP

It’s tempting to argue that Amazon’s true innovation has been the ruthless exploitation of

human labour in service of speed and efficiency, but that’s really only part of the picture:

the aim is removing humans – with their need for toilet breaks, their stubborn insistence

on sleeping, their tendency to unionise – as much as possible from the equation; the grim

specifics of the labour conditions are only ever a byproduct of that aim. This has been an

aim of capitalism since at least as far back as Henry Ford, and in an obvious sense it’s

precisely the dynamic you experience every time you wind up with unexpected items in

the bagging area at Tesco. As usual with Amazon, it’s not that something new is

happening – it’s that an old thing is happening with unprecedented force, speed and

efficiency.

To look at Crawford and Joler’s sprawling infographic is to experience a peculiar moral

disorientation. They map a system that is, ultimately, too vast for comprehension, and

within which your own position, as a consumer, is endlessly ambiguous. You – which is to

say your customer ecstasy – are both the reason for its existence, and just another

resource to be extracted for value, along with the the minerals being mined by people

suffering under terrible labour conditions. Every time you interact with your Echo you are

training the AI to work better, and to understand more about you, your habits and

desires, which extracted data it uses to more efficiently sell you things. With an AI

product like Amazon’s Echo, you are not just a consumer: you are also both a resource

and an unpaid worker, providing information and training to a dynamic system based on

feedback loops of data.
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The problem here is the same sort of problem we are confronted with when attempting to

think about the scale of Bezos’s wealth, or indeed Bezos himself: the mind struggles to

gain purchase. One approach would be to just tap the sign that says “No Ethical

Consumption Under Capitalism”, because the entire system within which we live is so

morally bankrupt that no kind of decent accommodation with it can be reached – which

would not be untrue, but also unquestionably something of a cop-out. It’s precisely

because it works so well, as a consumer experience, that Amazon’s customers are inclined

to keep using it, even though many of us understand the social evils it represents. There

is, in other words, a system of moral feedback loops at work here, as complex and

insidious as the data feedback loops that nurture Amazon’s AI. It’s also worth pointing out

that there is always some marginally – or even greatly – less unethical consumer choice to

be made, even under capitalism. The reality is that so few of them work as well as

Amazon.

And here we come to the core of the problem: Amazon works too well. Its success and

ubiquity as a consumer phenomenon makes a mockery of my ethical objections to its

existence. (When I think of these objections, I imagine Bezos literally mocking me,

laughing his famously weird, raptor’s laugh. “I don’t know why I have this laugh,” he

writes, somewhat unsettlingly, in Invent & Wander.“It’s just that I laugh easily and

often.”) Amazon thrusts my identity as a consumer into open conflict with my other

identities – writer of books, holder of vaguely socialist ideals – in such a way that my

consumer identity too often prevails.

We live in a world where the satisfaction of quotidian desires is the work of mere

moments. Whatever you want (and can afford) can be brought to you, cheaply and with

vanishingly minimal effort on your part. We know that this form of satisfaction doesn’t

make us any happier, and in fact only damages the world we live in, but even so we

continue pursuing it – perhaps because it’s in our nature, or perhaps because almost

every element of the culture we exist in is calibrated to make us do so.

And so the problem, as such, is one of desire. It’s not that Amazon gives me what I want;

it’s that it gives me what I don’t want to want. I want the convenience and speed and

efficiency that Amazon offers, but I’d rather not want it if it entails all the bad things that

go with it. To put it in Freudian terms, we are talking about the triumph of the

consumerist id over the ethical superego. Bezos is a kind of managerial Mephistopheles

for our time, who will guarantee you a life of worldly customer ecstasy as long as you avert

your eyes from the iniquities being carried out in your name.

It is hard to recognise the Faustian nature of this bargain, just as it is hard to see clearly

what Jeff Bezos is. In Isaacson’s introduction to Invent & Wander, he mentions a detail

from Bezos’s childhood – no more or less banal than any other story I’ve encountered

about the man – by way of explaining the origin of Amazon’s Echo. He loved Star Trek,

and played a lot of Star Trekgames with his friends as a kid. And the role he himself

tended to play in these games was not Kirk, or Scotty, or even Spock. It was the

Enterprise’s talking computer. In this detail of the childhood play of a man who would go

on to change the world, we can glimpse something of the meaning of his presence in our

lives. Bezos’s genius, such as it is, is that of an artificial intelligence, trained on the goals
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of endless wealth, and endless growth. And if he is, as Isaacson – and presumably Bezos

himself – would like us to believe, a Leonardo or an Einstein of our time, what does that

say about our time?

In his second shareholder letter, in 1998, included in the book as “Obsessions”, Bezos laid

out the fundamental idea that underpinned Amazon’s drive to build the world’s most

“customer-centric company.” “We hold as axiomatic,” he wrote, “that customers are

perceptive and smart, and that brand image follows reality and not the other way around.”

Intentionally or otherwise, the grandiloquence of the language here recalls the US

Declaration of Independence: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are

created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that

among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.” The bathos of Bezos’s

allusion here – the vertiginous swoop from the rhetorical heights of “We hold as

axiomatic” to the mundane invocation of savvy customers – tells us, I think, something

profound about the world over which he now presides.

How our home

delivery habit

reshaped the world

Read more

Hypocrites and

slave-owners though

most of the

Declaration’s

signatories were,

their language

invokes an

Enlightenment ideal

of human beings as free and equal, and life itself as inherently meaningful. There is, by

contrast, an almost comical smallness to Bezos’s echoing of that language, and the

worldview it reveals. There is no “humanity” being invoked here, no “all men”; there is

only “the customer”. There is no grander ideal to be glimpsed behind his words than that

of being able to get stuff quickly and cheaply. There is no question that Amazon serves us.

The fact that it serves us so well is the reason for its incredible success. But what it serves

in us is something very small: the customer, who for all that smartness and perceptiveness

Bezos invokes, is a mere husk of a human being.
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